SHORT DRYER INSTRUCTIONS
FIND US ON
FACEBOOK
1. INSERT YOUR COINS INTO A COIN SLOT OR A COIN SLIDE
Coins of 1 Lt, 2 Lt and 5 Lt are available. The money sum is seen on the coin slide display. It does not give a change!
Before closing the door, check that the lint filter is clean and properly inserted in the door casing .
2. LOAD YOUR CLOTHES
Sort the laundry by fabric and by the same residual moisture content after spinning.
To open the drum door press the „Door“ button („Tur“). Close the drum door.
3. SELECT A PROGRAM
Turn the program selector clockwise or anti-clockwise to the required fabric and drying settings.
The indicator light for the program selected lights up.

A drying level or additional option(s) indicator light might also
light up. Press the selection button repeatedly to select required
drying level. Any of the drying levels can be selected for the
Cottons program. A more limited range is available when using
other programs.
4. START THE PROGRAMME
Press the flashing “Start/Stop” button. Drying appears in the display and the time remaining is counted down.
5. END OF THE PROGRAM – REMOVE LAUNDRY
To indicate the program end „Ende“ appears in the display and the buzzer sounds at intervals.
Press the „Door“ button („Tur“) to open the drum door and remove the laundry. Close the drum door.
We remind You that it is strictly forbidden to damage the machine or to use it not for its intended purpose.
„SKALBIU PATS“ REKOMMENDATION:
If You are not sure which program to choose, we recommend „Automatic“ in all the cases as the wash parameters
are adjusted to ensure the best possible care and drying result for each item.
The adaptive electronics constantly adjusts to the individual wash load to ensure a more accurate estimate of time
remaining. This estimate is permanently monitored during drying, which in some cases can lead to a change in the
estimate.
ATTENTION! Do not press the “Start/Stop” button twice and
do not keep it pressed. Do not press the „Door“ button when
the program is running. Otherwise You will lose Your money
by breaking the program off!

